STRAUS' ART IN
PLANNED COMMUNITIES

This exhibit was a project of the
Greenbelt Museum that ran from June
2015 to 2019. It was generously
sponsored by the following:

THE KNOWING
HANDS THAT
CARVE
THIS STONE
THE NEW DEAL ART OF
LENORE THOMAS STRAUS

One of Straus’ first commissions, a
sculpture called “The Sewing Woman”
(below) was for a New Deal community
called the Jersey Homesteads,
established specifically for resettled
Jewish garment workers. Straus also
created a frog playground piece (above)
for a Public Works Administration
project called Langston Terrace in
Washington D.C., a community built in
1937 primarily for African Americans and
designed by prominent African
American architect, Hilyard Robinson.

"THE STONE WILL STAND LONG
AFTER HANDS ARE GONE"
- LENORE THOMAS STRAUS
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WHERE TO FIND STRAUS'
PREAMBLE TO THE U.S. CONSTITUTION
BAS RELIEFS,
COMMUNITY CENTER

WORKS IN GREENBELT
MOTHER & CHILD,
ROOSEVELT CENTER

LENORE THOMAS STRAUS was a young,
self-taught artist when she carved
significant, large scale works for New
Deal relief agencies in the late 1930s
and early 1940s such as the
Resettlement Agency that built
Greenbelt, Maryland--one of three
Green Towns that were bold
experiments in town planning. These
towns often featured art in the form of
free-standing sculpture, murals, and

Straus carved a series of limestone bas
relief panels on the front outer wall of
Center School (now the Community
Center) illustrating the Preamble to the
U.S. Constitution. They depicted average
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